This paper presents two procedures, based on the numerical multiscale theory, developed to predict the mechanical non-linear response of composite materials under monotonically increasing loads. Such procedures are designed with the objective of reducing the computational cost required in these types of analysis. Starting from virtual tests of the microscale, the solution of the macroscale structure via Classical First-Order Multiscale Method will be replaced by an interpolation of a discrete number of homogenized surfaces previously calculated. These surfaces describe the stress evolution of the microscale at xed levels of an equivalent damage parameter (d eq ). The information required for these surfaces to conduct the analysis is stored in a Data Base using a json format. Of the two methods developed, the rst one uses the pre-computed homogenized surface just to obtain the material non-linear threshold, and generates a Representative Volume Element (RVE) once the material point goes into the nonlinear range; the second method is completely o-line and is capable of describing the material linear and non-linear behavior just by using the discrete homogenized surfaces stored in the Data Base. After describing the two procedures developed, this manuscript provides two examples to validate the capabilities of the proposed methods.
Introduction
A composite material is dened as a complex structure characterized by two or more components with dierent mechanical, thermal and/or chemical properties. The combinations of multiple constituents leads to a new material that usually improves signicantly the properties of the base materials. Examples of composites are the ber reinforced polymers (FRP) or even the reinforced concrete used in civil engineering applications. From a numerical point of view the simulation of these non-homogeneous materials has always represented a challenge because of the interaction between the dierent constituent materials, associated to the usually complex composite internal micro-structure. Modelling each single component of the composite, also called Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), provides the highest level of accuracy but, at the same time, the simulation of largescale structures implies a prohibitively expensive computational cost. For this reason, to increase the eciency of the simulations, the non-homogeneous composite materials are often treated as homogeneous continua characterized by more complex constitutive models. The classical mixing theory [1] is one of the most used phenomenological homogenization methods. The mechanical behavior of the composite is obtained as the homogenized results of the mechanical properties of the components assuming an isostrain compatibility equation among them. Another important formulation, based on a phenomenological homogenization, that accounts for a more general topological distribution of the components in the composite is the Serial/Parallel (SP) mixing theory. This theory, developed by [2] [3], distinguishes two behaviors of the composite depending on the alignment of the ber on the composite. Iso-strain and iso-stress conditions are applied in the ber direction, and in the orthogonal direction, respectively. The serialparallel theory obtains the response of the composite assuming certain iso-stress and iso-strain boundary conditions that regularizes the response of the material if it is dened with several laminates. However, phenomenological homogenization describes the behavior of composite materials only at macroscopic level. This method cannot describe accurately the stress and strain distribution among the components. Thanks to the increase in computer capabilities, multiscale homogenizations started to become a viable alternative. First-Order Multiscale Method [4] [5] , or FM, starts from the assumption of the scale separation from the macro and the microstructure [6] and analyzes the behavior of the macro structure at each integration point solving a Representative Volume Element (RVE) or unit cell, which is modelled as another independent structure. An RVE is a geometrical representation of the microstructure, subjected to the macroscopic deformation gradient. Complex RVE, with linear and non-linear behaviors, could be modelled with FM method as it is studied by [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Of course, this methodology has a high computational cost since the microstructure shall be calculated for each integration point of the macroscale. Indeed, it will replace the constitutive law representing the material. Several model reductions were developed for the optimization of that type of analysis like Response Surface Models (RSM) [12] , proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) [6] or others [13] [14] . When considering the problem of localized deformations, we can observe that in most of the cases the fracture only involves a very small area of the structure. This means that most of the material is still in the linear-elastic regime and does not require the RVE. In particular, Otero et al. [14] use a non-linear activation function that is dened considering the maximum level of an elastic energy density that can be applied to the RVE before its failure. Despite the high computational eort obtained with this procedure, with this method any changes at the macroscale level require the re-computation of the non-linear activation function even when using the same RVE. Another approach that can be used to optimize the computational cost of multiscale analyses consist on just determining the failure threshold of the structure. In this case the full multiscale analysis is replaced by a linear calculation using the obtained mechanical 2 homogenized properties of the RVE. Then, in a post-process analysis, the most critical RVE are studied, i.e. those with larger elastic stresses, subjecting them to the same loads of the macrostructure. The purpose of this work is to dene a computationally ecient multiscale procedure able to predict the mechanical non-linear response of composite materials. This will be achieved, using an RVE Data Base (DB) calculated a-priori. Through the denitions of an equivalent damage parameter (d eq ), function of the global stress at the microscale, a series of strain controlled virtual tests of the RVE are performed storing in the DB the homogenized stress and strain state reached at certain levels of d eq . Afterwards, the solution of the macroscale structure via Classical First-Order Multiscale Method is replaced by the interpolation of the stored data. The rst proposed method, named Discrete Threshold Surface denition (DMTS), will provide the generation of the RVE in the non-linear part of the structure, while the second one, named Discrete Multiscale Constitutive Model (DMCM), is completely oline and uses only the stress information stored in the DB. Special attention has been paid on creations and validation of the Data Base followed by the study of a complete composite structure comparing the speedup obtained with both methods.
In the rst part of the paper we give a brief description of the First-Order Multiscale Methods. Then we report the algorithm and the formulation for both proposed techniques with special attention on the Data Base creations and implementation. Afterwards, as validation, we compare the full multiscale method with the proposed ones. Finally, we study a complete composite structure comparing the speedup obtained in both cases.
Classical First-Order Multiscale Method
One of the most popular multiscale methods is the rst-order homogenization. In this procedure, the strain obtained when analyzing the macroscopic structure is used to dene the boundary conditions, applied on a Representative Volume Element (RVE), to solve the Boundary Value Problem (BVP) at the microscale. The basic principles of homogenization method were provided by Suquet [5] to obtain the constitutive equation for the homogenized properties of a heterogeneous material. The unit cell is dened as a microscopic subregion that is representative of the entire microstructure in an average sense. The RVE is employed to obtain the eective properties for the homogenized material because it is assumed that it must contain a sucient number of heterogeneities [15] [16] . The solution of the problem at the microscale, under such conditions, acts as an equivalent constitutive law for the macroscale, and it provides material stiness and stresses as the volume average of the microscopic ones. This equivalent constitutive law is used in all the integration points of the macroscopic model to obtain the global response of the structure. When dealing with nonlinear microstructures, it will lead to an iterative procedure in which the RVE must be solved for dierent boundary conditions until both scales reach equilibrium, ensuring consistency between the microand macroscale solutions. The rst-order homogenization technique developed assumes a scale separation between the macro and the microscale. This is, the characteristic length of the microscale should be much smaller than the length of the macroscale elements, L : l << L [6] . The main steps of a classical FM technique can be resumed in the Figure [1] . On each integration point of the discretized macroscale domain, the macroscopic 3 strain tensor provides the input variables for the microscale domain. Then, the solution of the microscopic behavior of the RVE provides the macroscopic output and properties of the equivalent homogeneous medium. In this paper, for the sake of simplicity, the procedure assumes small displacements and a quasi-static behavior in both macro and micro scales. However, the methodology proposed can be extended to other cases.
Macro to micro transition
At the macro level, the starting point for a kinematically based computational homogenization method is the assumption that the mechanical strain tensor, ε m , at each point of the macroscale domain, Ω m (where the position is dened through the vector x m ), and at a certain instant t can be obtained as the volume average of the microscopic mechanical strain eld, ε µ , dened at each point of the microscale domain, Ω µ (where the position is dened through the vector x µ ), and at the same instant t as:
From the Eq.
[1] the microscopic strain eld can be expressed as the symmetric gradient of the microscopic displacement eld,
Or using the Gauss theorem:
Where n is the outward unit normal eld on the RVE boundary δΩ µ . Without loss of generality, we can decompose the microscale displacement as:
where u µ (x µ , t) andũ µ are respectively the constant and uctuation displacements with respect to the average elds x g (the centroid of the microscale) at each instant t. In the same way the microscopic strain can be divided in two parts, a constant one from the macroscopic scale (ε m ) and the contribution of uctuation (εµ).
Moreover, the microscopic position vector x µ does not appear explicitly in the microstructural strain tensor expression (see Eq. [5] ). Consequently, this variable does not appear in the microstructural stress tensor either. Therefore, the periodic microstructure around the macro point x m does not have to be modeled with its exact dimensions. A non-dimensional RVE with the internal distribution and volume fractions of the simple materials is enough to obtain the microscopic strain and stress elds. This is one of the principal advantages of this rst-order homogenization approach compared to other multiscale high-order approaches [14] . On the other hand, it can be observed that the kinematically admissible displacement uctuation option used to satisfy the boundary condition in the RVE problem aects the nal macroscopic stress tensor obtained. Several models have been dened that assume dierent uctuation elds:
• Taylor model (or zero uctuations):ũ µ (x µ , t) = 0 ∀ x µ ∈ Ω µ This model gives homogeneous deformation in the microstructural scale level.
• Linear boundary displacements (or zero boundary uctuations):ũ µ (x µ , t) = 0 ∀ x µ ∈ ∂Ω µ . The deformation of the RVE boundary domain for this class are fully prescribed.
• Periodic boundary uctuations:
The key kinematical constraint for this class is that the displacement uctuation must be periodic on the dierent faces of the RVE.
• Minimal constraint (or uniform boundary traction): In this constraint the nontrivial solution of ∂Ωµ u µ ⊗ s ndA is obtained. 
Micro to macro transition
Following the solution of the BVP [20] we get the homogenized macroscopic stress tensor. In addition, we can obtain the homogenized constitutive tensor. The homogenized macroscopic stress tensor can be obtained as the microscopic stress eld of the RVE averaged on the volume as [6] [21] [22] 
Material homogenized properties
The macroscopic constitutive relation dened by the homogenized properties of the RVE can be obtained after the solution of the microscale BVP. Assuming the equilibrium of the microscale expressed as:
As is described in [23] and [14] , the homogenized constitutive tensor C H can be dened as:
where C µ is the material constitutive tensor of the RVE. The evaluation of the homogenized constitutive tensor is performed with a perturbation method, also see [8] [14] . For each column j of the constitutive tensor, a small strain perturbation (δε j ) is applied to the RVE in order to obtain, along with Eq. [7] , a perturbed stress tensor (δσ j ). The j columns of the homogenized constitutive tensor can be obtained as:
Threshold Surface denition (DMTS) and Discrete Multiscale Constitutive Model (DMCM)
In general, due to the complexity of the RVE, we cannot know a-priori the real stress behavior of the microscale. To overcome this problem, we will study the strain space doing a preliminary analysis of the RVE for dierent loading cases storing the stress response of the structure. The purpose of this paper is to provide two multiscale optimization techniques, the Discrete Multiscale Threshold Surface (DMTS) and the Discrete Multiscale Constitutive Model (DMCM), directly derived from the classical rst order multiscale theory (FM), using periodic boundary condition as reference for future comparisons. Considering these two methods, the main aim is to construct a strain collector Data Base based on multiple simulations of the RVE able to describe the microscale behavior of the material.
The DMTS method will describe with a nite number of points, stored in the strain collector Data Base, the boundary (threshold surface) of the elastic regime. Identifying where a full RVE needs to be employed and where the homogenized elastic properties are sucient to obtain the macroscale response.
As an extension of the DMTS, the DMCM method aims to decouple the macroscale analysis from the FM, interpolating multiple surfaces (also stored in the Strain Data Base) that describes both linear and non-linear regime. Below, the authors will describe in detail all the aspects of both methods, providing examples and algorithms used for the numerical implementation. 
Strain Data Base denition
The failure surface dened by the DMTS model, as well as the damage surfaces of the DMCM model, are dened as a function of the applied strain on the composite. These strains, dened as strain histories, are in the multidimensional spaces (ε xx , ε yy , ε xy ) for 2D or (ε xx , ε yy , ε zz , ε xy , ε yz , ε xz ) for 3D mechanical problems. To make accessible this information during the analysis we will store the strain histories in a Homogenized Strain Data Base. In this section, for simplicity, we will only describe the 2D case, but it is perfectly extendable to 3D.
To obtain a complete denition of the microscale behavior we will impose as strain histories the value of equispaced points projected on the sphere of unitary radius centered in the origin of the axes (ε xx , ε yy , ε xy ). We can uniquely dene these points in 3D spherical coordinates system as the combination of three parameters (θ, ϕ, λ) , as we can see in the Figure [2] (a). Where the angles θ and ϕ represents the direction of the strain loads that we applied to the microscale and λ is the unitary strain intensity. Then we can obtain the components of the strain vector in cartesian coordinates as:
From Eq. [10] we can observe that the strain is periodic with sin and cos functions of θ and ϕ, and that these two angles can be varying between [−π, π]. The subdivision of this interval determines the number of analyses to perform and the precision of the discretization. In that way, we can observe that the total amount of analyses is (2 · m + 1)
2
. Considering the superposition of the same resulting strain directions the amount of strain histories can be reduced to (2) · (m − 1) + 2. Despite this reduction, we will remark that using a high value of m implies an exponential increasing of the analyses, see Figure [2 
](b).
Once the strain loading directions are computed, we apply them to the RVE doing a classical First Order Multiscale Analysis, as described in the section 1. As our interest lays in the RVE performance, to reduce the computational cost this analysis is conducted in a macroscale triangular FE element with a single gauss point, and in which the strains are imposed as xed displacement to the nodes. In this case, all the degrees of freedom of the triangle are xed and for each n time step we will solve the microscale problem, evaluating the homogenized stress and constitutive tensor. With these information we can determine the corresponding value of equivalent damage at each time step.
Equivalent damage denition
During a classical full multiscale analysis, the RVE is solved at each time step even if the linear elastic limit of the material is not achieved. In terms of computational cost, this is highly inecient. The two procedures proposed in this work will optimize this performance with the use of a key parameter, called equivalent damage, that provide the relation between the homogenized stress and the corresponding elastic one, once the micro-model structure becomes non-linear. This parameter is dened as:
where σ real is the homogenized stress, σ el = C H el : ε is the elastic stress, and C H el is the Homogenized Constitutive Elastic Tensor. The characterization of the RVE response with a unique parameter is needed for the interpolation of the Data Base DB information. In this way, we can obtain the stress ux surface at certain equivalent damage level and reconstruct the RVE behavior for any strain directions interpolating the stored homogenized stress data. To speed up the Data Base look-up and the parsing process, the information is stored in json format [24] that provides a exible, more compact, easier to parse and more human readable text.
Discrete Multiscale Threshold Surface
In this work we propose to dene the linear elastic threshold of the microstructure when it reaches a equivalent damage, d eq , equal to 0.1. Therefore, the Discrete Multiscale Threshold Surface is represented by the corresponding stress at each tag studied. The DMTS Data Base structure in json format provides a list of tags and corresponding stress-strain vectors as proposed in Figure [ Figure [5] shows a 3D visualtionation of a portion of the DMTS surface. In this gure point E corresponds to intersection of the elastic limit surface with the stress and strain tensor applied on the macroscale structure. The points A, B, C, D correspond to the nearest tags to point E, which are used to interpolate the results. The DMTS procedure veries if point E is inside or outside the elastic threshold surface shown in Figure [4] and [5] . Having point E outside the threshold surface means that there are some elements of the RVE damaged and, therefore, the elastic prediction made is no longer valid. In this case the algorithm associates an RVE to the gauss-point which will be used to obtain its constitutive performance in the rest of the simulation. This whole procedure is described in the ow diagram shown in Figure [ The natural evolution of the DMTS model previously presented is the second method proposed in this work. Indeed, the DMCM model stores the linear and non-linear performance of the RVE behavior in the material Data Base. the stress-strain response related to the equivalent damage parameter dened previously. Instead of only one value, corresponding to the elastic threshold, the DMCM approach computes and stores multiple surfaces: the elastic threshold one and the ones corresponding to the non-linear behavior, which are discretized with a series of equivalent damage levels ranging from 0 to 1. A nite number of surfaces are computed for the RVE, corresponding to a user-dened number of damage levels. To obtain the strain and stress tensors associated to a given value of the damage parameter, the strain increment applied to the RVE is iteratively adapted, for each strain direction (tag), until the correct damage value is obtained. Having stored the RVE performance in the linear and non-linear range, the FM analysis is no longer needed, and the mechanical response of the macro-structure can be obtained from the DB. Indeed, an additional interpolation method over the stored threshold surfaces could be performed to predict the behavior of the macrostructure at each integration point. During the macroscale analysis, the algorithm evaluates the strain direction only at the current time step without information about any previous strain orientation or magnitude. In case of changes in the load or coupling of failure phenomena, a misalignment between the real loading path of the RVE and the DMCM solution is possible. Nevertheless, the validation examples proposed in section 4 provides a good correlation between the Full Multiscale Method and the DMCM Method, making the error aordable. Figure [7] shows a graphical representation, in the strain and stress space, of the DMCM procedure. Points E and E represent the intersection of the direction of the stress and strain with the surfaces at damage i and ii. Points A, B, C, D and A , B , C , D corresponds to the nearest tag that is surrounding this direction for the dierent level of damage. The value of strain and stress for points E and E were determined by interpolating the data from the DB of the nearest tag for each level of damage. In this way we can reconstruct the stress strain response of the RVE for any possible direction in the strain space. The DMCM algorithm is resumed in Figure [ It is important to remark that, creating the DB with strain-controlled analysis, the reference surfaces in the strain space are convex. Considering advanced materials as reinforced composites, the high dependence on the RVE geometry and the constitutive performance of its constituent materials provide a global response comparable to a complex structure, mathematically more complex than a classical homogeneous material. This complexity 13 reects to as well complex stress threshold surfaces. In the same way as the DMTS, the DMCM Data Base was stored in json format [24] . The DB scheme provides at rst level the tag. Then, for each tag, we will store the information of σ and λ for dierent values of equivalent damage analyzed. Considering the number of analysis needed to create the stress-strain DB, which is proportional to the discretization parameter m, it is obvious that as long as the number of integration points at the macroscale level is higher than the number of tags, the advantages of the proposed method increases. Moreover, as we can see in the Figure [10] , where the numbers of RVEs simulations in case of DMCM is the total number of analyses needed to create the stress-strain database. The author will remark that this number is independent from the number of damage levels because for each analysis multiple values can be stored. Indeed, in case of FM, as explained in section 1, the microscale structure needs to be solved for each integration points of the macroscale. 
Interpolation Methods
In order to determine if the stresses in the macro-model are below the threshold surface or to know the equivalent damage parameter associated to the stress state, in the DMTS and DMCM models respectively, we need to use an interpolation technique because the most frequent scenario is that the strains associated with the stress analyzed do not correspond to any of the tags previously calculated. The interpolation methods implemented in DMTS and DMCM technique are:
• Nearest-neighbor: This method provides as output the value of the nearest point without considering other neighboring points.
• Linear: this type of interpolation needs to know the values of the nearest 4 points in order to perform a linear interpolation over each dimension.
• Cubic interpolation: in case of 2D interpolation this method required the values of the nearest 16 points in the input data.
A comparison of the tree methods has been made for a well-known J2 material. In Figure  [ 11] is reported the elastic boundary in the strain space (ε xx , ε yy ) for the 2D case. The black line represents the conjunction of the reference tags, while the dierent interpolation methods are colored in green for the nearest-point method, in blue for the linear method and in red for the cubic one. The authors observe that the Cubic interpolation provides the best tting of the theoretical J2 ellipsoid. Instead, the linear interpolation tends to underestimate the interpolated magnitude due to the convexity of the surfaces under study, as has been explained in section 2.3. Finally, Figure [11] shows that the nearest neighbor approach does not provide good results, unless the known magnitudes are very closed together. 
Data Base Regularization
In a FEM analysis an important aspect to consider is the mesh discretization of the structure, namely the results must be independent of the mesh size. These aspects were extensively investigated in [26] [27] [28] [29] , where it is possible to observe how, during the fracture process, the localization appears only on one band of the mesh. This localization, as well as the fracture energy (G f ) dissipated in during the fracture process, must be independent of the mesh size. This is achieved by dening a volumetric fracture energy (g f ) which is associated to the nite element and its size. Larger nite elements will dissipate less energy per unit volume, in order to achieve the same structural response, as we can see in Eq. [13] :
Where W is the total energy dissipated during the fracture process, A is the fracture area, G f is the fracture energy per unit of crack area A and g f is the fracture energy per unit of volume. In case of multiscale analysis preserving the mesh objectivity is not obvious and, as explained in [14] or [30] , both characteristic lengths of the FE elements, at the micro (l f,µ ) and macro (l f,m ) scale, need to be taken into account. In particular, Otero et al. analysis preserving the mesh objectivity is not obvious and, as explained in [14] and Petracca et al. [30] introduced a modied characteristic length, that provides a relation between the two length scales and the total length of the RVE (l f,RV E ), in order to preserve the correct dissipation. This modied characteristic length and the macroscale dissipation were dened as follow:
Where, h m is the length and t m is the thickness of the crack at the macroscale as in Figure  [12] . During the creation of the DB, this regularization process was adopted, where the l f,m is the length of the macroscale element used to calculate the material database, that from now on we will call l f,DB . Considering the intrinsic strain dependency of the DB we will introduce a parameter α, function of the nite element size and the global fracture energy, that will modify the stored DB strain proportionally to the mesh renement of the macroscale. To determine α we will dene G f,DB as the global fracture energy calculated as the integral of the norm of the stress, and G 0 as the elastic counter part.
Then, at each time step i the regularized strain ε i is calculated as in Eq. [19] . Where ε i,DB is the DB strain at the step i and ε 0 is the DB strain corresponding to the linear elastic boundary calculated for the DMTS method.
In order to validate the proposed regularization approach, three dierent models of the same geometry with dierent mesh sizes were studied, comparing the results with and without regularizations. Geometry and mechanical properties of the model are given respectively in Figure [13] and Table [1] . As expected, the response is more brittle with ner meshes and using the proposed regularization technique all the analyses give the same result as we can see in the Figure [14] , obtaining the objectivity respect to the macro-scale FE size. 
Numerical Validation

Shear test on damage material with dierent threshold values for tension and compression
The rst validation model that is analyzed corresponds to a shear test made on a unitary (1m) square geometry. This macro-model is made with just one bulk material, which is dened using a damage law with dierent failure threshold for tensile and compressive stresses. This analysis can be solved without the need of a multiscale procedure. Therefore it will be used to validate the capability of the developed methods, DMTS and DMCM, to predict the material response. The macro-element is simulated with 11x11 small displacement quadrilateral elements; while the micro-element is simulated with a mesh of 1x1 quadrilateral element, and with a material with the damage constitutive law presented in [25] , which properties are described in Table 3 . In this case, the discretization parameter used to construct the stress-strain database is m = 8 that required a minimum of 114 analyses of the RVE. While, the levels of damage stored for each direction are [0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.99, 0.999]. Each one of the analyses was carried out with a single standard PC equipped with an Intel Core i7-6700HQ CPU and 8 GB RAM. In Table [ 2] is reported the computational eort required for both DMTS and DMCM methods. 
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Figure [15] shows a 3D representation of the surface obtained from the RVE for a equivalent damage parmater d eq = 0.1, which will be used as the failure threshold surface in the simulation. This gure also shows the cuts of this surface with planes (ε xx , ε yy ), (ε xx , G xy ) and (ε yy , G xy ). Figure [ As expected, observing the stress space evolution, the surfaces become smaller with the increase of the damage parameter. In the compression zone, due to an initial hardening, the stress for d eq = 0.5 is bigger than the previous one at d eq = 0.1.
Once having analyzed the RVE in all possible directions and constructed its associated DB, it is possible to use it to conduct macro-analysis of a structural component. As mentioned previously, current validation will be made on a square specimen subjected to a shear load. The DMTS procedure uses the information stored in the database only to verify if the material has exceeded its elastic threshold. In such case, it will be dened an RVE associated to that material point and its mechanical performance will be obtained from the RVE during the rest of the analysis. On the other hand, the elements that are still in the linear regime do not need the RVE generation. If the analysis is conducted with the DMCM procedure, the response of the macro-scale is obtained entirely from the RVE response previously computed and stored in the DB. Therefore, the multiscale analysis is conducted only at the macro-scale level, with the obvious advantages in term of memory and time.
In order to validate properly the DMTS and the DMCM procedures proposed, this simulation has been also analyzed with a full multiscale scheme (FM). The results from this analysis will be considered reference values and will show the computational improvements obtained with the proposed methodologies. Figure [17] shows that the global response of the structure, in both linear and non-linear ranges, is identical independently of the numerical approach considered, which proves the validity of the DMTS and DMCM procedures for conducting multiscale analysis of structures. Both procedures not only provide the same structural performance, but they do it with a substantially smaller computational cost, as it is shown by the values of Table [4] . In this example, the DMCM procedure reduces the computational time to a third and the computational cost to a sixth if compared to the FM procedure. The improvement provided by the DMTS procedure is not so signicant, but this is because most of the elements on the simulation reach their non-linear threshold, and, the more elements in the non-linear range, the more that the method requires the same computational cost as a FM procedure. This situation is reduced in large structures, where the elements that suer damage are a minimal portion of the whole structure. In Table [ 4] are also reported the corresponding time speedup for both cases without considering the time spent to generate the database since it is independent from the performed analysis. 
Reinforced composite beam section
In this section we analyze a reinforced composite beam section comparing the three proposed methods. The microscale used is a long ber reinforced composite, contains F155 Epoxy Resin matrix and Carbon ber (simulated as elastic material for simplicity). The geometry of the RVE was composed by 5 symmetric inclusions and the mesh used for the micro scale is composed by 272 small displacement linear elements with 305 nodes. The macroscale structure is composed by 1075 triangular elements and 678 nodes subjected to a vertical displacement u y . Geometry and boundary conditions of the beam and RVE are described in the Figure [22] . The analysis was performed by using plane stress theory and considering 200mm as thickness of the beam. In this case, as in the section 4.1, the discretization parameter used to construct the stress-strain database is m = 8 that required a minimum of 114 analyses of the RVE. While, the levels of damage stored for each direction are [0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.99, 0.999]. Each one of the analyses was carried out with a single standard PC equipped with an Intel Core i7-6700HQ CPU and 8 GB RAM. In Table [ 5] is reported the computational eort required for both DMTS and DMCM methods. 
3.24e3 0.32 80 0.73 240 2.19 In Figure [23] are reported the sections in the σ xx , σ yy plane the elastic limit surface for deq = 0.01 and the stress evolution for d eq = 0.1, 0.5 for the composite. Each graph shows the stress tensor associated to a given damage level, as well as the damage parameter in the RVE at certain points of the graph. These show that failure begins and evolves in the matrix material in contact with bers. Another important result shown in Figure [ 23] is the lost of convexity of the stress curves, as well as the combination of hardening and softening behaviours, depending on the strains applied to it. This phenomena cannot be captured by a regular constitutive law, which makes imperative the use of multiscale procedures or discrete multiscale procedures such the ones proposed in this work. In order to reduce the computational cost of the numerical analysis, in case of Full Multiscale and DMTS methods, only 84 elements are considered with double scale, using elastic homogenized properties in the rest of the structure. As we can see in the Figure [24] , Force-Displacement curves of DMTS and DMCM methods overlap and achieve the same maximum value of force of the FM2 case. Therefore, this result shows that the two procedures developed are capable of predicting the global structural response. However, our interest lays on obtaining the global response, as well as a good prediction of the failure region and failure mode of the structure. This is shown by the contour plots shown in Figure [ In addition, regarding the DMTS method, in Figure [ 26] we proposed a portion of the beam where we can observe, in red, the total number of the elements that exceed the threshold surface. Indeed, during the analysis, the elements where the RVEs are generated increase proportionally to the non-linear behavior of the structure. In case of reinforced composite beam, computational eort decreases signicantly using the optimization method proposed in this paper. Indeed, as we can see in Table [8] , we obtain a speedup of 4.7 and 661.2 for DMTS and DMCM method respectively. Each one of the analyses was carried out with a single standard PC equipped with an Intel Core i7-6700HQ CPU and 8 GB RAM. The authors will remarks that, as in section 4.1, in Table [ 8] the reported time speedup not considers the time spent to generate the database described in Table [ 5] . Despite of the 70 RVEs generated in the DMTS, against the 84 of the FM, we are still having advantages using this method. Moreover, DMCM it is clearly faster than FM2 and DMTS as well. The linear interpolation of the RVE strain history can provide a nonlinear behavior of the macrostructure, able to reproduce crack initiation and propagation. 
Extension of the formulation to the 3D case
The two procedures proposed in this work DMTS and DMCM have been implemented in a two-dimensional space. The extension of the formulation to the 3D case is quite straightforward, as the FE code implementation needs only some marginal changes in the parsing loop over the tags. Indeed, as in the 2D case, we can uniquely dene the strain direction subdividing the interval [0, π] of each dimension with the parameter m ∈ [1, ∞).
In that way we obtain (2 · m + 1) Obviously, compared to the 2D the computational costs increase signicantly in terms of number of analysis needed to cover all the strain spaces, as we can see in the Figure [28] . Despite the increase on the computational cost required to generate a material 3D database, we can obtain enormous advantages during the a-posteriori analysis at the structural level. Time and memory consumption of the macroscale analysis, thanks to the DMCM technique, become equal to a linear elastic constitutive law because the procedure only requires the interpolation of the stress-strain database values. First order multiscale homogenization method can fully describe both linear and nonlinear behavior of complex microstructures, and the impact they have on the macroscale response. However, the computational cost required to analyze large structures is not negligible. In the last years, many methods have been developed to overcome this problem. In this paper, the authors propose two techniques that can provide a signicant speed-up compared to the classical FM without loss of accuracy on the nal results. By conducting a previous nite element analysis of the RVE, the DMTS procedure gives the linear elastic threshold. Once this is reached, it becomes necessary to solve the RVE in that given material point to obtain the non-linear material performance. On the other hand, the Discrete Multiscale Constitutive Model (DMCM) comes as a natural extension of the DMTS. With this procedure, during the initial analysis of the RVE it is computed, not only the threshold surface in which the non-linear behavior starts, but the surfaces associated to dierent damage values. Aftwerards, the non-linear multiscale anaysis can be done using only the values stored in the database, without having to solve the RVE at any time. The keys of both methods are the precomputed Stress-Strain Data Base and the equivalent damage parameter, essential to reconstruct the correct behavior of the structure. Moreover, the JSON format used to construct the database makes all the data more readable, faster and easier to manage. A fracture-energy-based regularization procedure is also proposed in order to remove the dependence of the results on macro and micro-scale mesh size. Thanks to the proposed regularization, the Stress-Strain Data Base becomes 35 independent from the macro-scale mesh discretization. DMTS and DMCM methods are validated by a simple benchmark analysis and by a more complex analysis of a reinforced composite beam, showing the capability and robustness of these techniques. The achieved speed-up of more than 600 times respect to FM and the accuracy of the results, justies the time spent to obtain the Stress-Strain Data Base.
